
Sponge rubber Easter bunny
Instructions No. 1058

Foam sheets is a particularly fascinating craft material. This strikingly
beautiful handicraft idea proves that it can also be used for Easter
decorations in the springtime.

And so simply it goes:

How do I make a Foam sheets-rabbit? 

The individual foam rubber parts of this rabbit are not glued but sewn with
simple visible stitches. First, transfer the individual parts of the rabbit from
the template with a soft pencil (the body is needed twice) and cut them out.
Paint on the front body of the rabbit with a black Pearl Pen the face. With
something Handicraft paint in Terracotta two dots are dabbed on as red
cheeks. Take some Terracotta-colour on a damp soft sponge and wipe
carefully over all Foam sheets-edges. On the belly a curl can also be placed
as a shade. 

The belly of the rabbit consists of a brown Fabric cut. Cut out a round shape
from a fabric of your choice and sew it onto the belly with Embroidery twist .
Both parts of the rabbit's body are now placed on top of each other and
sewn up to an opening. Stuff some filling cotton wool into the rabbit and
close the opening. The two arms are each sewn to the body as a cross. 

This is how the sign "Spring" is made:

A small piece of white Foam sheets serves as the sign: With the Pearl Pen
quickly draws the word "jump" on it. Again, you should carefully wipe
Terracotta paint on the edges. For the little heart in our craft idea, some
fabric was glued, cut and pasted on Foam sheets . Black wire serves as
attachment. It is wound on a pin, the wire ends are put through the arms and
through the shield corners.

Article number Article name Qty
652124-83 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmPowder 1
560078-80 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlWhite 1
560078-60 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlBrown 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
671620-70 Enamelled copper wireBlack 1
304672-10 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlBlack 1
652124-02 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmWhite 1
652124-05 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmDark brown 1
232395 Sewing needles extra long, set of 6 1
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